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The Best Defense May Indeed Be a Good Offense
2017 © Caterina Spinaris and Gregory Morton
In Desert Waters’ signature course “From Corrections Fatigue to Fulfillment™” (CF2F), we
repeatedly emphasize that wellness interventions designed to bring staff from work-related
Fatigue to Fulfillment are a two-way street in an organization. That is, to maximize the probability of successful outcomes, interventions must be BOTH bottom-up AND top-down.
By bottom-up, we mean self-care and other health-promoting activities and behaviors that
individual staff can practice on their own, independently of anyone else, on and off the job.
By top-down, we mean programs, resources, and system-wide policies instituted and implemented by the organization to promote employee wellness.
Bottom-up, individual-focused activities are about what employees can do themselves—and
that no one else can do for them. They and only they can make these behaviors happen, and
often only they know if they have disciplined themselves enough to follow through with
these activities.

Individual activities—bottom-up—include good sleep hygiene; healthy nutrition; regular
physical exercise; avoidance of substance abuse; engaging in breathing, stretching and other
types of relaxation and mindfulness exercises; applying anger and anxiety management techniques; practicing effective interpersonal skills; and engaging in social and/or spiritual types
of activities that give them joy and that confer meaning to their lives.
Organizational, top-down activities are those most directly accomplished by agency leadership through a broad variety of system-wide approaches. Examples of these are strategic well
-being initiatives, messaging about and recognition of Fatigue issues, specifically-targeted
training courses, intentional role modeling, new policies that address the issue, management
performance objectives and evaluation criteria, budget and resource allocations, creation of
new positions—such as wellness coordinators, staff psychologists or staff chaplains, and as
always, increased staffing levels.
(Continued on page 2)
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In other words, giving employee well-being the policy-level decision-making status equal to such traditional concepts
as safety and security.
This could happen by measuring staff well-being programs in a pre-post manner to ensure return on investment; by
requiring that staff training and literature on self-care and resilience-promoting behaviors be added to an agency’s
employee development catalog; by offering confidential peer support, Employee Assistance Programs and other mental health and wellness services (if they don’t currently exist, or improving access to them if they do); by carefully designed programs that increase family member understanding of the challenges of the job; by changes in policies and
procedures, where possible, to mitigate the impact of inherent stressors (such as creative staff-focused work scheduling emphasizing a reduction in mandatory overtime or constantly expanding caseloads); and perhaps even by advocating for the notion that staff well-being is as crucial to agency effectiveness as are successful offender programs.
And this is where a good offense becomes the best defense. In some ways, several of the bottom-up approaches can
be considered “defensive” and reactive maneuvers—figuring out ways to cope, after the fact, with the negative effects
of exposure to inevitable work-related stressors. (Although it is also true that some reactive self-care behaviors may
act as preventative “inoculation” strategies to increase staff’s future resilience, if repeated over time.)
Top-down, organizational strategies, can be both “defensive”—such as, for example, the provision of a protocol for
staff support following exposure to traumatic incidents—but, very importantly, they can also be “offensive.” This happens when the organization proactively puts in place policies and procedures (P&P) to lessen the presence or negative
effects of anticipated work stressors. When such P&P are used effectively, staff do not have to expend (as much) energy trying to recover from the negative aftermath of workplace stressors, simply because there were supports already
in place that they could recognize and count on, and perhaps even that they were not exposed to them in the first
place or were exposed to a lesser degree. That is, organizational strategies can be preventative, and as such they can
be invaluable. As the folk adage goes, “an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.”
We at Desert Waters maintain that both these approaches are important and necessary. When contrasted with one
another, effective top-down organizational strategies would seem to carry more weight—be even more critical than
individual ones (ALTHOUGH BOTH ARE NEEDED), simply because of the energy-savings and the reduction of damages.
It makes sense to focus on fixing the leaky faucet, instead of just continually mopping up puddles on the floor.
Interestingly, we find reinforcement for this top-down/bottom-up strategic solution approach in recent research into
the medical profession. Three meta-analysis* studies of the tools used to mitigate physician burnout** address the
same dynamic. The first paper1 analyzed research results from
52 studies that included responses from 3630 physicians, and
the second paper2 used results from 19 individual studies of
1550 physicians. The third, and largest, study drew important
conclusions about professional effectiveness, thereby linking
to the question: Is Fatigue/burnout mission-critical? Their answer is: definitely yes!
As these studies show, burnout among physicians seems to be
a rampant reality, frequently measured in terms of emotional
exhaustion, depersonalization, and reduced sense of accomplishment. That is, there is abundant evidence that physician
burnout is a commonly occurring outcome to the challenges
of the medical profession—just as Corrections Fatigue is for
corrections staff.
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As described in these articles, physician burnout can be seen as referring to the combined outcome of what we at Desert Waters call organizational and operational stressors. (Physician burnout studies do not typically address traumatic
stressors—which is the third group of stressors that we propose contributes to Corrections Fatigue.)
So what does the physician burnout meta-analysis research show?
The first paper1 involved the review of both randomized controlled trials (15 trials, 716 physicians) and observational
studies (37 studies, 2914 physicians), which met consistent inclusion criteria. Both types of studies showed that both
individual-focused (bottom-up) and organizational (top-down) strategies were successful in reducing burnout—as
measured by overall burnout score, and by measuring the burnout components of emotional exhaustion (14% reduction) and depersonalization (4% reduction). However, only organizational, top-down strategies lowered the overall
(total) burnout score to a statistically significant degree—10%. That is, for reducing overall burnout, top-down interventions were more effective.
For this population, individual-focused (bottom-up) interventions were similar to those presented in Desert Waters’
signature CF2F course:
 facilitated and non-facilitated small group curricula,
 stress management and self-care training,
 communication skills training,
 a "belonging" intervention to emphasize connections with

others, and
 mindfulness-based approaches.

Top-down, organizational interventions included:
 shortened attending rotation length,
 clinical work process modifications,
 shortened resident shifts,
 changes in duty hour requirements, and

© Audrey Boag, 2016

 changes in practice delivery.

The second paper2 conducted a meta-analysis of randomized clinical trials and controlled pre/post studies. The effectiveness of physician-directed (bottom-up) and organization-directed (top-down) burnout interventions were again
compared. Individual (bottom-up) interventions included techniques such as mindfulness-based stress reduction, exercise, and educational programs focusing on improving self-confidence and communication skills, individually or in combination. Organizational (top-down) interventions included workload interventions, (such as rescheduling hourly shifts
and reducing overall workloads), teamwork and leadership.
(Continued on page 4)
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Burnout scores of most studies reviewed in this paper focused on the emotional exhaustion component of burnout.
Both types of strategies (individual and organizational) led to small, but statistically significant reductions in burnout.
However, treatment effects were greater with organization-directed approaches, that is, with interventions which
took into consideration the effect of the work environment.
These findings provide support for the view that burnout is inherently a problem of health care organizations, rather
than only being a problem of inadequate individual adaptations to work stressors.

The similarity to the challenges built into the corrections environment should be obvious. Yes, some staff adapt better
than others. That’s only to be expected. But it is the overall environment and workplace culture that are most influential, so much so, that their negative influence contributes to a universal condition of the profession.
The authors of this study concluded, in language that should be familiar to all corrections leaders, that "[o]rganizationdirected [top-down] interventions...that combined several elements such as structural changes, fostering communication between members of the health care team, and cultivating a sense of teamwork and job control tended to be
the most effective in reducing burnout."
And this is where the challenge lies for correctional leadership: what staff-focused supports can we design into our
traditional corrections environment on a system-wide basis to reduce Fatigue and enhance Fulfillment? Where can we
take the offensive and proactively create conditions for improved resilience in our workforce? What strategies and
what resources are needed to combat what we all recognize as a long-standing condition? Which programs work?
Which don’t? And for that matter, why do it?
Indeed, why pursue ways to reduce burnout (and overall Corrections Fatigue) among corrections personnel?
The reason is simple and obvious, and once again supported by physician burnout data in a recent third study3. Yet
another systematic review and meta-analysis of physician burnout, which included 82 studies with 210,669 healthcare
providers, showed that burnout was negatively correlated to a statistically significant degree with patient safety and
quality of healthcare. That is, the higher the physician’s burnout score, the lower the patient safety (in terms of physician errors), and the lower the quality of care. Physician burnout is in fact mission-critical.
With this robust research-based evidence as support, it is not much of a leap to suggest that burnout and overall Corrections Fatigue could have adverse consequences among corrections professionals also; that it could negatively impact the quality of offender management, and increase the
likelihood of errors or lapses, resulting in policy violations,
and hence reduced safety—with ensuing increases in incidents, injuries, death and litigation risks. In other words, it
does not seem to be far-fetched to conclude that countering
Corrections Fatigue is in fact a mission-critical issue. So
much so, that if we are going to do for the public what we say
we are going to do, then pro-actively attending to the wellbeing of our staff is a crucial matter for corrections leadership.
Where does one start?
An easy answer is, start with what you’ve already got in
place.

© Audrey Boag, 2016
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At Desert Waters we do not assume that an agency has not thought of these concepts before, and that no one has
taken steps to address this long-standing condition. Quite the opposite. It’s very likely that you already have related
training programs in your catalog, or that after-action employee support is currently written into physical force policy,
or that creative scheduling has long been an issue you’ve wanted to address. Maybe now is the time to proactively
enhance those programs. Maybe even do that by reassigning some resources for the purpose of giving these programs
a renewed jump-start towards success. Perhaps it is as simple as just measuring the effectiveness of what you presently have in place. Or maybe it’s bigger than that. Maybe it’s a system-wide initiative to uncover and address Fatiguing
conditions wherever they are found, and then strategically and intentionally target them to enhance Fulfillment for
each and every employee. You know your agency better than we do.
In any case, we urge you to recognize and benefit from the research: the best defense may indeed be a strategically
targeted, proactive offense. We are here to discuss these mission-critical matters with you further, bringing to the
table our various approaches to complement yours.
Notes
*Meta-analysis is the research method whereby pertinent data from multiple selected studies are systematically combined and
reviewed to draw conclusions of greater statistical power.
** Physician burnout is typically studied by using the Maslach Burnout Inventory (Maslach, Jackson, & Leiter, 1996), which
measures three dimensions of burnout: emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and a reduced sense of accomplishment.
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Michigan’s Officer Dignity Initiative
By Anita Lloyd
(Editor’s note: This article originally appeared in the Winter 2017
MCO Report, published by Michigan Corrections Organization, a
labor union representing more than 6,000 Corrections Officers
and Forensic Security Aides who work for the state of Michigan.
It is a great example of what can be accomplished when relevant
parties work together in unity. Used with permission.)
It’s a simple idea: streamline the handling of “dress out” assaults
around the state. (“Dressing out” refers to staff assaults when
offenders throw urine, blood, feces, spit, food, or other unknown
substances on them.)
But the Officer Dignity Initiative grew into something more. It
became a deeply symbolic, multi-faceted message to corrections
officers, in which the Michigan law enforcement community
came together to lift up and take a stand for corrections staff.
“The Officer Dignity Initiative shows corrections officers that
someone has their backs and that what happens to them behind
the walls matters,” said Andy Potter, MCO Vice President and
Chief of Staff.
Signage will be placed in all housing units with an abbreviated version of the law that speaks to these types of assaults.

The idea came about in fall 2015.

In multiple forums—like the state’s employee engagement survey and MCO’s member-listening tours—union leaders and staff heard members say they don’t feel like a valued part
of the Michigan Department of Corrections or the law enforcement community.
A few MCO staff members chewed this over. They looked for a way to raise morale and align MCO members more
closely with the broader law enforcement community, without dipping into Michigan DOC’s limited budget. MCO staffers Jeremy Tripp, Director of Government and Political Affairs, and Jeff Foldie, Legal Director, realized seldomdiscussed dress outs and inmate sexual exposures were an issue all law enforcement could get behind.
“Our thinking was, people aren’t allowed to throw feces at police officers, or expose themselves sexually to them,
without serious consequences,” Foldie said. “As a society, we don’t accept this behavior, ever. The same mindset
should apply to corrections officers behind the walls.”
Foldie and Tripp reached out to the Michigan State Police (MSP), the Prosecuting Attorneys Association of Michigan
(PAAM), and Michigan DOC. Each agency agreed to take a firm stand against dress outs and sexual exposures – what
MCO is now calling dignity assaults. Together, these agencies formed the Officer Dignity Coalition.
(Continued on page 7)
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The coalition explored roadblocks to prosecution and solutions. PAAM confirmed that prosecutions for dress outs and
sexual exposures were spotty.
“They told us that the likelihood of prosecution for dress outs and sexual exposures varies greatly by prison and county,” Tripp said. “The first level where this can be addressed is at the facility. Is evidence being collected, or are clear,
color photographs being taken? Prosecutions can be derailed for something as simple as a blurry photo.”
Dignity assaults were covered as part of a three-day inspectors’ conference last fall. Inspectors learned how to collect
evidence, process the crime scene, write a solid report, and compile documentation that will enable prosecutors to file
criminal charges when appropriate.
“I’m pleased that, as a result of the Officer Dignity Initiative, MDOC has tightened up the handling of dignity assaults
around the state,” MCO President Tom Tylutki said. “Already, we have seen signs that these assaults will be more
closely examined.”
MCO produced a short film that sheds light on the impact of these assaults on staff and the coalition’s work. The
film was unveiled at a screening in Ionia Jan. 11, 2017. COs and their families said it captured the gravity of dignity assaults.
“I really liked it,” Iantha Fyolek, wife of ICF Officer Paul Jensen, said of the video. “I thought it was very well done. The
way the effects of these types of assaults were portrayed was true to form. These assaults do affect officers and their
families.”
Officers Eric Mathisen, RMI, and Daniel Barnett, IBC, just graduated from the academy in December and learned more
about corrections work at the premiere.
“I don’t think people outside the department really know what happens to us,” Barnett said. Sandy Rikkers, wife of ICF
Officer Todd Rikkers, said she didn’t realize how frequently these assaults happen.
“It seems like it’s important for officers to talk to each other for support and their spouses,” she said.
Todd Rikkers said he’s glad to hear these cases will be handled with uniformity around the state.
To watch the video, click here now. (Video contains some adult language. Click here to see a censored version.)
In a nutshell, here’s what the Officer Dignity Initiative, through the coalition, has accomplished:
1. Specialized training for prison facility inspectors and state police detectives. Inspectors and detectives who respond to dignity assaults received comprehensive training last fall, conducted by the Prosecuting Attorneys Association of Michigan and MSP. Inspectors learned how to manage a crime scene, gather and document evidence, and
write a report for police. They were told to document feces or urine on staff members with clear full-color photographs of the entire impacted area, before the officer cleans up or changes clothes. A medical professional should assess the staff member and provide medication to protect against communicable diseases, if needed.
2. Increased public awareness of the unique dangers and challenges of corrections work. COs often feel like the public doesn’t understand what they face behind the walls. The work of this coalition shed light on this seldom-discussed
aspect of corrections work. The Lansing State Journal, WDIV (Detroit), WLUC (Marquette), the Ionia Sentinel-Standard,
and corrections.com are just a few of the media outlets that reported on the Dignity Initiative.
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“Don’t You Think That’s Weird?”
By Cary Johnson
When I finished college, I knew I wanted to do something that meant something. At first, I worked at a homeless
shelter. A lot of mental health facilities had recently been closed, and the shelters were getting crowded, so I was
breaking up fights and getting spit on. I was good at dealing with this environment, and someone said I could get
paid a lot better working at a prison. I thought, “Hey, let’s give it a try!” I thought I’d do it for five years and then find
some other way to save the world.
That was 22 years ago. There is a saying in corrections, something we say to new recruits: “You’re not s*#t to the
department until five years in, and after five years you’re not s#*t to everyone else. This job changes you.”
It took me years to learn this, and nothing helped me learn it quite like becoming a parent. Having a son changed
the way I understood my job, and my job has shaped the way I raise my son.
When he was born seven years ago, I started to notice small things about myself. I noticed how, at restaurants, I’d
insist on taking a table in the back corner, and I’d pass up tables in the middle of the room. If we’re at a park, and I
lose sight of my son, I get sweaty, and can’t concentrate on anything else until I know exactly where he is.

On my half-hour drive to work, I’d listen to upbeat music to psych myself up. On my way home, I’d sit in silence, preparing to be a good wife and mother. We try to keep these worlds separate, but the bleed is inevitable. I came off a
shift a few days before Christmas one time, and it had been a hard shift — we’d found some spud juice, and I’d discovered a man was being extorted into manipulating his own family members to get them to send money to other
prisoners. I clocked out, feeling pissed off at humanity. As I walked through the parking lot, two little kids ran up to
me, the children of another employee. They were wearing Santa hats, and they offered me cookies.
I broke down in tears. I was not prepared for that flip in humanity. Back home, I saw on Facebook that other men
from the shift admitted they’d cried the whole way home too.
I know men who get home and feel an obsessive need for control — what time is dinner or bedtime, where objects
go — and who cope with a lack of control through alcohol and other self-destructive behavior. I’m happy to give
control at home to my husband, who is not a correctional officer. But still, as my son got older, I found myself
patting him down. I’d find little rocks in his pockets, and he would joke, ‘I can’t hide anything from you!”
Having read the case files of prisoners — some of whom were child molesters — I became suspicious of men who
interacted with my son. Around Christmas, I’d make sure to take him to the mall at less busy hours, so I could meet
“Santa” and size him up, and make sure he returned eye contact, before letting my son sit on his lap.
Once, we were at the park and while my son was on the swings I noticed an older man, sitting on a bench, watching
him. I felt angry and irritated, wondering who this man was and thinking maybe he’s a pervert. So I got up and made
sure to pass him on my way to the drinking fountain. “Who are you here with?” I asked.
He looked startled. “Nobody,” he said.
I shot back, “Don’t you think that’s weird?”

(Continued on page 9)
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“Don’t You Think That’s Weird?” (continued from page 8)

I asked him to go sit somewhere else, and he obliged. I felt good, but then later, I wondered if maybe he was just a
retired man, taking a walk, sitting down to reminisce.
At the same time, having a son made it harder to keep my emotional guard up at work. Shortly after my son was born,
I read the file of a gang leader who we suspected of extorting other prisoners. I learned that he never met his dad, his
mother was on drugs, and then men who came around would kick him. He was put into foster care at ten and joined a
gang at 14.

Earlier in my career, I would have thought, “Here I am with a cold-blooded killer.” But now, with a son of my own, I
couldn’t make eye contact with this man, because I couldn’t stop thinking about the little boy he’d once been, and
how his parents had failed him.
It’s good to have empathy, but too much compassion makes it difficult to do your job. I’m careful, whenever possible,
to keep myself away from things I know will tug too strongly at my emotions. I don’t watch chick flicks.
But with my son, I worry that I’ll be too cold to him — that I’ll treat him too much like I treat the prisoners — so I shelter and smother him. I want to baby him, to make his life easier. I know that a lack of discipline is why some people
end up in prison, so I’ve got to be careful. Recently, he didn’t bring his homework to school, and I apologized for him
instead of letting him own up to it. The teacher asked me, “Do you want him living in your basement when he’s 22?”
My son thinks that I’m a police officer. I remind him that I work in a prison, and he asks me questions like, “What happens when you go to prison? Do you have more than one set of clothes? Do you get to see your family? “
One time he turned on the light in the back of the car. I said, “You’re going to get me arrested!”
He said, “You can’t get arrested — you work at the jail!”
I said, “I can be arrested too.” Then he asked, “Mom, can you send me to jail?”
I said that I could.
I don’t know if I’m handling this right. I’m
learning. At work, I keep a picture of him
with my belongings. If I need to get my head
right, before I do something dangerous, I’ll
look at a picture of him, to keep myself mindful of what I’m going home to.

As told to Maurice Chammah of the Marshall Project, and first published HERE . Reprinted with
permission.
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Passing It Along, Volume 2 is Here!
We are thrilled to announce the printing of the second volume of the series, “Passing It Along: Wisdom from Corrections Staff.” Here are the book’s chapter titles and authors:
1. More Wisdom from Corrections Staff to Pass Along, Caterina Spinaris
2. What It Means to Be a Corrections Professional, Anonymous
3. Bucket of Rocks or Toolbox?, Anne Gard
4. “Survive Your Career:” A Canadian Perspective, Anonymous
5. You Do WHAT for a Living?!!, T.C. Brown
6. Are We “Emotional Retards?”, Anne Gard
7. After Discipline: How to Recover from and Progress after Discipline, Susan Jones
8. The Test, The Old Screw
9. Hello, My Name Is Problem, Joe Bouchard
10. Just Call It Trauma, Susan Jones
11. How A Pet Helped Me to Survive PTSD, Phil Haskett
12. Inmate Suicides Affect Everyone — Even Correctional Officers, Anthony Gangi
13. Weeds and All, Greg Morton
14. United, If We Are to Stand, Susan Jones
15. Flavor of the Month, Anonymous
16. Betrayed, Anne Gard
18. The Process of Dialogue, Greg Morton
19. Professionalism and Safety, Eugene Atherton
20. It Takes Repetition, The Old Screw
21. In Conclusion, Caterina Spinaris
ENDORSEMENTS
When you attended your correctional academy as a new correctional employee, you were taught your organization’s
policies, procedures and practices. You graduated, and were told the rest you would learn on the job. You learned that
the job is tough, demanding, grueling, and, in many cases, thankless. You often found that you were on your own
when you needed to make the right choices and decisions. These articles you are about to read are written by your
peers, and could be considered your Master’s Degree. If you can learn and apply something from each of these messages, you will emerge at your retirement promoted, effective, successful, happy, proud of your many accomplishments, and realize what a legacy you have left the organization.
~ Gerald M. Gasko, Director of Prisons (Ret), Colorado DOC, LTC.MP.US Army (Ret)
PASSING IT ALONG: WISDOM FROM CORRECTIONS STAFF is a valuable stress management, personal wellness, and
career enhancing resource for corrections officers and others that work within the correctional system. It provides useful information based upon the experiences of veteran corrections officers and specialized mental health professionals.
The insights of its contributors will benefit everyone working within the field of corrections.
~ Jack A. Digliani, PhD, EdD, Police Psychologist, “Make it Safe” Police Officer Initiative, www.jackdigliani.com
(Continued on page 11)
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PASSING IT ALONG is a rich source of personal experiences and insight that allows a deep reflection for the reader
about the impact of their words, reactions, attitudes, thoughts, decisions and actions—that is, everything that one can
control. No matter what happens at work, the stories of this book show that lessons are learned, hope is essential, and
maintaining a balance takes discipline and effort.
~ Anonymous Corrections Professional
This book, and the work done at Desert Waters, acknowledges and addresses the impact corrections work has on staff
and their families. I personally feel that these quick looks at the experiences of Correctional Professionals will spark
conversations that will lead to change—positive change in attitudes, behaviors and experiences.
~ Jean Delozier, Training Director, North Dakota State Penitentiary

2017 Instructor Training in Colorado*

“From Corrections Fatigue to Fulfillment™” (CF2F) Course
Location: DWCO, 431 E. Main St., Florence, CO



March 21–24
September 26–29

*1. We also offer the 4-day CF2F Instructor Training at your agency location.
2. If you prefer to not train your own CF2F instructors, we provide the 1-day course directly to your
staff.
Contact us for more information.

LVMPD CF2F PROMOTIONAL VIDEO
The Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Dept., whose CF2F instructors were trained by Desert Waters, put together a video promoting the roll-out of the course to their jail staff. You can view it HERE.

What other corrections professionals have said about this course:
 “This course gave terminology and organizational focus on a subject/phenomenon that some people

and myself have worked to address in a haphazard way unofficially for a long time. Hopefully this will
always be supported and part of jobs from here on.” M. J., Captain
 “Excellent compilation of material that will directly affect the Department of Correction. Long over-

due. Very applicable to the immediate correctional fatigue needs.” V. G., Parole
 “I just want to thank you for what you are doing for the staff working in corrections. The seeds you

are planting now will continue to grow for generations. Not only affecting the lives of staff but the
lives of their loved ones as well. Thank you.” M. A., Staff Development and Training
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Many Thanks!
Thank you for supporting
the mission of Desert Waters!
Caterina Spinaris, PhD, LPC
Executive Director
431 E. Main Street, P.O. Box 355
Florence, CO 81226
(719) 784-4727

http://desertwaters.com
Your gifts are tax-deductible.

PARTNER WITH DWCO

Individual donors: Anonymous donors, TC & Joellen
Brown, Jeff & Connie Mueller, Kevin & Robin Rivard, Harold
& Carol Severson, Matthew von Hobe
Business donors: Elizabeth Gamache, Landshark;
Janice Graham & Company, P.C.
Organization donors: Association of Oregon Correctional
Employees
Special thanks also go to: Cathy Bergquist, Audrey
Boag, TC Brown, Kirk Christensen, Mary Dilley, Mark Hendricks, Cary Johnson, Susan Jones, Gregory Morton, Jeff &
Connie Mueller, Brent Parker, Andy Potter, Micheal Reyes,
Beau Riche, Jeff Rude, Patti Schniedwind, Dave Stephens,
Eleni Spinari

Do you enjoy reading the monthly
Correctional Oasis?
If so, PARTNER with Desert Waters
through your GIVING.
There are more services we’d like to
offer AT NO CHARGE to corrections
staff and their families—to YOU.

DWCO Disclaimer
The views and opinions expressed in the Correctional
Oasis are those of the authors and do not necessarily
reflect or represent the views and opinions held by
DWCO Board members, staff, and/or volunteers.
DWCO is not responsible for accuracy of statements
made by authors. If you have a complaint about something you have read in the Correctional Oasis, please
contact us.

Quote of the Month
“Be the person
you want to work with.”
~ James Reyes

To promote the occupational, personal and
family well-being of the public safety workforce
through the provision of support, resources
and customized data-driven solutions.

